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Abstract Over the past two decades, genetic dissection of
complex phenotypes of economic and biological interest
has revealed the chromosomal locations of many quantita-
tive trait loci (QTLs) in rice and their contributions to
phenotypic variation. Mapping resolution has varied con-
siderably among QTL studies owing to differences in
population size and number of DNA markers used.
Additionally, the same QTLs have often been reported with
different locus designations. This situation has made it
difficult to determine allelic relationships among QTLs and
to compare their positions. To facilitate reliable compar-
isons of rice QTLs, we extracted QTL information from
published research papers and constructed a database of
1,051 representative QTLs, which we classified into 21 trait
categories. This database (QTL Annotation Rice Online
database; Q-TARO, http://qtaro.abr.affrc.go.jp/) consists of
two web interfaces. One interface is a table containing
information on the mapping of each QTL and its genetic
parameters. The other interface is a genome viewer for
viewing genomic locations of the QTLs. Q-TARO clearly
displays the co-localization of QTLs and distribution of
QTL clusters on the rice genome.
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Introduction
During the last two decades, quantitative trait locus (QTL)
analysis has been extensively used to identify the chromo-
somal locations and phenotypic contributions of QTLs in
rice. In addition, QTL data from rice have been useful in
genetic studies of other grass species, which can be
compared using information from syntenic regions in their
genomes (Armstead et al. 2008; Jo et al. 2008). The
availability of the rice genome sequence (IRGSP 2005) has
accelerated the development of large numbers of molecular
markers useful for fine mapping of target QTLs and cloning
of QTLs for morphological and physiological traits
(reviewed by Yamamoto et al. 2009).
Rice QTL information has recently been extracted from
reports published between 1994 and 2006 and summarized
in the Gramene-QTL database (Ni et al. 2009). These
reports have identified many QTLs associated with a wide
range of traits, but that information might be redundant for
several reasons. One reason is that the same primary
mapping populations have been used for QTL analysis in
many different studies, mainly to avoid the time required to
develop new mapping populations. QTL analyses per-
formed under multiple environmental conditions and using
different genetic interaction analyses might also generate
redundant QTL information associated with a given trait.
Although redundant QTL information is useful for verifi-
cation, it makes comparison of QTLs among different
studies more complex, and it produces noise in the
determination of the accurate physical position of QTLs.
To compare QTLs among different studies, the method
of meta-QTL analysis has been developed (Goffinet and
Gerber 2000) and can be implemented using interactive
software (Veyrieras et al. 2007). However, if there are false-
positive QTLs in the studies being analyzed, these might
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produce false-positive intervals for the meta-QTLs. We
believe that effective comparison of QTLs across studies
requires (1) the organization of informative QTLs without
redundancy and (2) the definition of the physical positions
of markers linked to these QTLs. An analysis tool based on
these characteristics might help researchers see and com-
pare the genomic positions of QTLs categorized into
different trait categories and inform them of QTL clusters
or co-localized regions on the rice genome map. Such
“cluster” regions are responsible for genetic features such
as linkage drag and pleiotropy, and they are important for
their implications in rice breeding.
To reduce the effort necessary to discriminate informative
QTLs, we have developed a representative QTL database, the
QTL Annotation Rice Online Database (Q-TARO). In this
database, we have collected rice QTL information from
published papers and summarized informative QTL informa-
tion by removing redundant QTLs. Q-TARO consists of two
web-based interfaces: a table of summary information and a
genome browser integrated with information on anchor
markers, genes and representative QTLs. Using this database,
we have identified QTL clusters on several chromosomes.
Results
Extraction of QTL information
To obtain information about the physical positions of
anchor restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP)
markers for the mapping of QTLs, the program BlastN was
used to compare the nucleotide sequences of RFLP probes
against rice genome sequences. As a result, the physical
positions of 3,704 markers were specified. Additionally, the
physical positions of 16,582 simple sequence repeat (SSR)
markers were estimated via the program ePCR (Schuler
1997). The map positions of 3,455 bacterial artificial
chromosome (BAC)/plant artificial chromosome (PAC)
and 29,389 RAP2 (Rice Annotation Project et al. 2008)
clones were also used as landmarks for determining the
physical position of QTLs. All information on the anchor
markers, genomic clones, and gene loci is contained in the
Q-TARO database (http://qtaro.abr.affrc.go.jp/).
To extract the non-redundant QTL information, we first
focused on the datasets for 5,096 QTLs reported in 1,214
articles and examined 29 categories of related information
(listed in Table 1). Eventually, 1,051 QTLs were selected
from 463 articles and listed as representative QTLs. Figure 1
summarizes the papers used in this study, categorized by
year of publication and type of marker used for QTL
mapping. The earliest papers were published in 1990, and
the number of publications peaked in 2002. RFLP markers
were the most commonly used markers for QTL localiza-
tion until 2005 when SSR markers became the most
frequently used type.
Cross combinations and population structures used for QTL
analysis
In the early 1990s, QTL analysis was usually performed
using F2 or F3 populations. Recombinant inbred lines
(RILs) and backcross inbred lines (BILs) have been used
frequently since the late 1990s. More than 75% of the
populations used for QTL analysis were primary mapping
populations such as RILs, F2, doubled haploid lines
(DHLs), BILs, and backcross populations of the F1 to the
recurrent parent (BC1F1; Fig. 2a). For the accurate
evaluation of genetic effects of a donor allele in a uniform
genetic background, advanced backcross progeny were
widely used. In our dataset, 11% of the populations were
repeated backcross progeny (Fig. 2a). Cloning of QTLs has
usually been carried out using large-scale analyses of F2
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populations with many individuals. In our dataset, 7% of
the populations were F2 populations with a large number of
plants (1,000 or more) used for positional cloning of QTLs.
In total, QTL information has been generated mainly
using 13 genetic combinations (22% of the 2,054 total
populations; Fig. 2b), as reported in 454 papers. In
particular, the top two combinations, “Azucena” × “IR64”
(Guiderdoni et al. 1992) and “Minghui 63” × “Zhenshan
97” (Yu et al. 1997) comprised 8% of the total combina-
tions reported.
Positioning of representative QTLs on the rice genome map
Physical positions for half of the 1,051 representative QTLs
were determined within intervals of 1 to 10 Mb (Table 2).
Candidate genomic regions of 63 QTLs were narrowed
down to <100 kb. Among these 63 QTLs, positional
candidate genes or BAC/PAC clones were identified in 50
QTLs by high-resolution mapping. Among traits affecting
flowering time or heading date, 12 of the 49 QTLs detected
were cloned or mapped to a known locus. Chromosomal
positions could not be precisely determined for more than
20% of all QTLs owing to the lack of two flanking markers.
The largest number of QTLs were mapped on chromo-
some 1 (190 QTLs), followed by 149 QTLs on chromo-
some 6 and 142 QTLs on chromosome 3. QTLs for five
morphological traits and tolerance to drought and soil
stresses (e.g., salinity and heavy metals) were detected on
chromosomes 1 and 3. Many QTLs for physiological traits
such as eating quality and heading date were mapped to
chromosome 6.
Figure 3 shows the frequency distribution of representa-
tive QTLs within 2-Mb intervals on each of the 12 rice
chromosomes. The number of QTLs detected varied both
among the chromosomes and among regions within each
chromosome. Few QTLs were located in the pericentromeric
regions of most chromosomes. In several chromosomal
regions, relatively higher numbers of QTL (15 or more
QTLs per 2-Mb interval) were mapped; these were desig-
nated as “QTL clusters.” QTL clusters were found in two
regions (4–6 and 38–44 Mbp) on chromosome 1, 0–2 Mbp
on chromosome 3, 2–8 Mbp on chromosome 6, 32–34 Mbp
on chromosome 4, and 20–22 Mbp on chromosome 9.
QTL information table and QTL genome viewer
The Q-TARO database can be queried via two web
interfaces. QTL information such as trait and trait category,
population (parent), mapping method, accuracy (LOD
value), map position, and reference can be obtained from
the QTL Information table (http://qtaro.abr.affrc.go.jp/qtab/
table/). Figure 4a shows a representative QTL Information






























Fig. 2 Categories of mapping populations and cross combinations
used for the detection of representative rice QTLs. a Percentage of
total articles using each type of mapping population. RIL recombinant
inbred line, DHL doubled haploid line, BIL backcross inbred line,
BC1F1 backcross population of F1 × recurrent parent. The F2
population category is further divided according to the number of
individuals comprising each population (<1,000 individuals vs ≥1,000
individuals) because these two categories are often used for different




















Fig. 1 Summary of references containing representative rice QTL
map information (1988–2008). Within each publication year, each
article was classified into one of four categories by the type of anchor
marker used: SSR simple sequence repeat, RFLP restriction fragment
length polymorphism, Mixture two or more types of markers were
used, Other markers other than RFLP and SSR were used.
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Fig. 3 Distribution of represen-
tative QTLs on the 12 rice
chromosomes. The position of
each QTL was assigned as the
intermediate point between two
flanking markers or between
the start and end position of a
single marker. The total number
of QTLs and the number
within each trait category were
calculated for every 2-Mb
interval.
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Fig. 4 Screenshots of Q-TARO. a QTL information table. This table
shows details of the representative QTLs. All displayed information
can be exported as text format data. b QTL Genome Viewer. The
viewer shows co-localized QTLs on the 12 rice chromosomes. QTLs
are categorized into three major trait categories, as described in
Table 2.
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Information is displayed by selecting QTL categories and
chromosomes from the drop-down boxes and by specifying
search text. Information on any QTL can be exported in
text format. A graphical image of QTL positions can be
obtained by using the QTL Genome Viewer (http://qtaro.
abr.affrc.go.jp/cgi-bin/gbrowse/; Fig. 4b), which allows the
user to select a given QTL by its physical position on the
chromosome. The QTLs are displayed by trait categories
using different colors, allowing the locations of QTLs
within each trait category to be easily compared. Users can
change the order of information bars (called “tracks”) by
dragging and dropping bars next to each other, allowing
them to compare the positions of interesting QTLs.
Discussion
Anchors for QTL positions on the rice genome map
To determine the physical position of a QTL, it is necessary
to know the physical position of one or more linked markers.
Sequence information for RFLP and SSR markers used in
QTL mapping allowed us to determine their physical
positions through the use of BLASTN and e-PCR searches.
The positions of SSR markers were determined on the basis
of the alignment between the primers and the genomic
sequence of Nipponbare; a maximum of one mismatch or
indel was allowed in e-PCR. For markers designed from
genomic clones of other grass species, it was sometimes
difficult to determine the map position using sequence
alignment. Our experience with this database leads us to
recommend that anchor markers with defined chromosomal
positions be used to localize QTLs.
The size of the confidence interval for a QTL map position
depends both on mapping population size and on marker
density. The number of RFLP markers is limited to a few
thousand, but over 20,000 SSRmarkers are currently available
(IRGSP 2005). Additionally, detection of RFLPs requires
Southern hybridization, whereas SSR polymorphisms are
easily detected by PCR. For these reasons, mapping studies
using SSR markers usually include many more markers than
those using RFLP markers. The use of SSR markers is
probably the reason that mapping resolution seems to be
improved in more recent studies. Recently, single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) have been found at 160,000 non-
redundant positions in the rice genome (McNally et al. 2009).
Markers derived from these SNPs will allow us to determine
QTL positions more precisely than ever before.
Distribution of QTL clusters in the rice genome map
Co-localizations of 15 or more QTLs within the same 2-Mb
chromosomal region were classified as “QTL clusters.” In
this study, we identified six QTL clusters. It is unclear
whether QTL clusters associated with multiple traits
represent the pleiotropic effects of a single gene or close
linkage of different genes affecting different traits. Through
our comprehensive search of the rice QTL mapping
literature, we have identified a possible explanation for
QTL clusters of QTLs for the same trait: we suggest that
co-localized QTLs identified in different studies might be
caused by the same gene, with slight differences in
localization caused by different measurement methods.
A cluster of 19 QTLs collected from 16 articles was
localized in region 4–6 Mb of chromosome 1. Of these, ten
QTLs controlling seed number or seed weight were detected
using the same experimental materials and methods (i.e.,
mapping population, population size, and marker type) but
reported in different articles. This suggests that these ten
QTLs represent a single QTL (i.e., that they are redundant
QTLs). All 10 QTLs were mapped in the range of 4.6–5.8Mb,
which also includes Gn1a, a gene at position 5.3 Mb
controlling grain number per panicle (Ashikari et al. 2005).
We also identified a second QTL cluster on chromosome 1.
The largest number of QTLs (79) was detected in region 38–
44 Mb on chromosome 1. Out of these 79 QTLs, 25 were
detected in analyses for dwarfism, drought resistance, or
nitrogen response. However, these seemingly different traits
are all likely to be associated with plant height because
height has been often used as the criterion for response to
biotic or abiotic stress. Within the region of this QTL cluster,
the semidwarfing gene sd1 has been identified at the 40.1-
Mb position (Sasaki et al. 2002). It is very likely that several
of the QTLs detected in this region were generated by the
action of allelic differences at the Sd1 locus.
A second large cluster consisting of 68 QTLs was
identified in region 2–8 Mb of chromosome 6. In this region,
we observed multiple genes associated with eating quality
(e.g., starch synthase IIa; SSIIa; Jiang et al. 2004) and
heading date [e.g., Hd3a (Kojima et al. 2002) and Hd3b
(Monna et al. 2002)]. Moreover, other genes controlling these
traits were found near this cluster. For example, waxy has
been mapped to 1.8 Mb (Okagaki 1992), and Hd1, which
controls photosensitivity, was mapped at 9.3 Mb (Yano et al.
2000). The interval including these QTLs is likely to have
been detected across multiple studies. Heading date and
eating quality are easy characteristics to measure, and because
they differ significantly between japonica and indica pop-
ulations, they are relatively easy to map. Moreover, it is
predictable that a gene or QTL for heading date could have a
pleiotropic effect on eating quality, or vice versa.
A cluster of 19 QTLs was detected at region 20–22 Mb
on chromosome 9. Many of the QTLs in this cluster are
associated with tillering and leaf angle traits. Recently,
TAC1, a gene responsible for controlling tiller angle, was
cloned at 23.9 Mb (Yu et al. 2007). Although clear evidence
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for the association between TAC1 and QTLs related to grain
yield and drought tolerance has not been obtained (one
QTL for yield has been mapped near but not at the TAC1
locus; Xie et al. 2008), TAC1 might be detected as a QTL
for those traits because tillering angle can affect photosyn-
thetic ability and thus be associated with yield potential and
drought tolerance.
In the clusters we have detected, several QTLs with
major effects could be the primary cause of the cluster.
When a new QTL is detected at the position of a QTL
cluster presented here, it should be considered whether the
QTL might represent a pleiotropic effect of a previously
identified major QTL rather than being an entirely new one.
Comparison with QTL clusters identified in other studies
In this study, we found many interesting regions showing a
relatively high density of QTLs and genes that did not meet
our definition of a “QTL cluster” (i.e., they did not have
more than 15 QTLs in 2 Mb). Some of these regions were
found in similar locations to QTL clusters identified in
other studies. In their reports on disease resistance genes,
Zhou et al. (2004) and Wisser et al. (2005) describe clusters
composed of nucleotide-binding site/leucine-rich repeat
genes on chromosomes 11 and 12. In our study, these
regions were detected as relatively dense regions associated
with disease resistance, but they did not contain enough
QTLs to be classified as QTL clusters, primarily because
potentially redundant QTLs were removed.
In a study of rice domestication, QTLs for domestication
traits were found to be clustered within certain chromosome
regions (Sweeney and McCouch 2007). The authors
identified the pericentromeric region of chromosome 7 as
a QTL cluster for seed color, panicle structure, dormancy,
shattering, and other traits. This site was not detected as a
QTL cluster in our study. However, we detected a QTL
cluster in the 32–34 Mb region of chromosome 4 contain-
ing 24 QTLs including domestication traits such as grain
shattering. The Sh4 gene, responsible for grain shattering,
has been cloned near this cluster at 34.6 Mb (Li et al.
2006a). A major cluster related to rice domestication seems
to be located on the different position from ours (Li et al.
2006b). However, we cannot determine whether there has
been crossing over between our cluster and the cluster of
domestication reported on the long arm of chromosome 4
(Li et al. 2006b) because there is no precise information for
the physical position of that cluster. Similarly, it is difficult
to compare the positions of clusters reported on rice
chromosomes 3, 6, and 9 with the positions of the QTL
clusters we observed on the same chromosomes.
Rice breeders have long known that certain desirable
traits are tightly linked with unfavorable characters, but
until recently, it has been difficult to determine whether
these associations are caused by linked genes or pleiotropy.
For example, the reason for the relationship between the
field blast resistance gene pi21 and poor eating quality was
unknown for 80 years. Recently, this tight linkage was
broken by positional cloning and marker-assisted selection,
and the new cultivar with blast resistance and good eating
quality has been developed (Fukuoka et al. 2009).
If linkage drag among QTLs appears to be caused by a
QTL cluster, the Q-TARO database could be used to
illustrate the position of the cluster. It might be also a
useful tool for determining the genetic position at which
crossing over could break the linkage drag.
New genetic combinations and tools will provide novel
QTL information for Q-TARO
In QTL studies over the past 20 years, major QTLs
controlling a wide range of phenotypes have been identi-
fied. However, many of these QTLs have been detected
within limited cross populations made from genetically
distant lines—indica and japonica—because of the consid-
erable level of phenotypic variation between these two
subspecies. The high level of sequence polymorphism
between indica and japonica also encouraged researchers
to use these wide crosses as mapping populations, leading
to highly redundant results in QTL analyses.
More recently, the increased availability of SSR markers
has enabled QTL analysis using populations between
closely related lines, such as between temperate japonica
lines. These analyses have identified several unique QTLs
for heading date (Matsubara et al. 2008), culm length (Hori
et al. 2009), pre-harvest sprouting resistance (Hori et al.
2010), and eating quality (Takeuchi et al. 2008; Kobayashi
and Tomita 2008; Wada et al. 2008). The success of this
approach implies that the use of a wide range of cross
combinations might increase the opportunity to detect
unique QTLs. Genome-wide SNP discovery can be
performed using closely related cultivars (Yamamoto et al.
2010) as well as diverse germplasm accessions (McNally et
al. 2009). This situation should allow us to perform QTL
mapping using almost any cross combination. The avail-
ability of diverse populations and high-density SNP
markers will make it possible to discover novel QTLs and
accumulate this information in Q-TARO.
Methods
Extraction of representative QTL/gene information
from articles
To extract QTL information from the literature, we searched
databases for QTL/gene mapping papers published during
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the 20 years from 1988 to 2008. English-language articles
were retrieved from both PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/sites/entrez) and HighWire (http://highwire.stanford.
edu/) databases using the search formula “Rice” AND
(“quantitative trait” OR “QTL” OR “mapping”). Journal
articles published by Japanese academic societies were
retrieved from JStage (http://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/browse/-
char/ja) with the same search formula. Journals that were
not registered in any of these three databases were manually
searched using journal web sites and hard copies. In addition,
articles related to QTL mapping research were extracted
from the Rice Genetics Newsletter (http://www.gramene.org/
newsletters/rice_genetics/).
QTL/gene information was extracted from 1,214 select-
ed articles in two steps. First, only highly reliable QTL
information was selected; reports involving epistasis or
genetic × environmental interaction effects were excluded.
Next, QTLs retrieved from multiple papers but describing
the same trait within the same genetic interval were
screened for redundancy; if the QTLs appeared to be
redundant, a single representative QTL was selected.
Relevant background information in 29 categories (e.g.,
mapping method, type of marker, year of publication) was
extracted for each representative QTL by careful reading of
each article and entered into the database. The QTLs
themselves were placed into three major categories:
morphological traits, physiological traits, and resistance or
tolerance. Each of these main categories was subdivided
into six or eight groups (Table 2). Traits not fitting into any
of these categories were classified as “other.”
Determination of physical positions of QTLs
Sequences of both RFLP probes and SSR primers were
mapped to rice genomic sequence locations using IRGSP
Pseudomolecules build 4.0 (http://rgp.dna.affrc.go.jp/J/
IRGSP/Build4/build4.html).
The sequences of RFLP probes were compared with
RAP2 transcript sequences using BLASTN searches
(Altschul et al. 1997). When the RFLP and RAP2
sequences overlapped by >70% in the first alignment and
the two sequences showed >70% identity, the physical
position of the RAP2 transcript on the rice genome map
was identified as the position of the RFLP marker. RFLP
probes with low similarity to RAP2 transcripts were
positioned using their sequences as queries in BLASTN
searches against rice genomic sequences.
Physical positions of SSR markers were determined by
one of two methods depending on which genome had been
used for SSR marker design. If the Nipponbare genome had
been used, flanking primer sequences were used as queries
in a BLASTN search, and the locations of both primers
were determined on the basis of perfect match alignment
between the primers and Nipponbare genome sequences.
The positions of SSR markers designed from the sequences
of genotypes other than Nipponbare were estimated using
e-PCR to search Nipponbare genomic sequences (IRGSP
Pseudomolecules build 4.0). e-PCR was run with a five-
word size and default parameters for a 50-bp margin on the
product size, with one mismatch and one indel allowed in
the SSR primers. Locations were identified by selecting the
position with the smallest absolute values of gap and indel
and then subtracting the observed size of the hit from the
expected size of the PCR product. The files of BAC/PAC
and RAP2 information were downloaded from the RAP ftp
site (http://rapdb.dna.affrc.go.jp/archive/build4.html) and
used as landmarks for determining the physical position
of the QTL/gene of interest.
For QTLs not associated with RFLP or SSR markers,
other methods were used to determine their physical
positions. If the map interval for a QTL had been
determined using two flanking markers as anchors, the
minimum and maximum physical positions of the two
markers were defined as the start and end of the target
interval, respectively. If the map location of a QTL had
been based on co-segregation with a single marker, the
position of the QTL was placed at the terminal position of
the marker. If a QTL position had been narrowed down to
the position of a certain BAC/PAC or gene locus, the
physical position of the QTL was placed between the start
and end of the corresponding BAC/PAC or locus.
System construction
The Q-TARO database consists of a relational database and
two web applications, “QTL Information Table” and “QTL
Genome Viewer.” The web applications were implemented
as Perl scripts and CGI modules. The database was
constructed using MySQL, a relational database manage-
ment system. We use a GBrowse viewer (http://gmod.org/
wiki/Main_Page) configured to access the Q-TARO ge-
nome viewer.
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